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NEW PRODUCTS
page 1, 2, 6, & 13

NEW BOOKS
page 3 & 4

SINGLES CLUB
page 7

HOW’D YOU DO THAT?
page 10-11

                          AND MORE!

MRS. BUNGER DOES NOT  
GO TO WASHINGTON

JUNE/JULY 2016

Amy’s Golden Strand
3808 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38122
phone: 901.458.6109

fax: 901.323.4701

White
House 

Magnet

Amy and Jill will not be attending the TNNA trade show this month.  
They will however be watching for all the exciting new canvases 
being released.  Don’t hesitate to call or email if you’d like us to 

order something for you.

 

You enjoyed our last magnet so 
much we thought we’d share the newest one 
from Rogue Designs.   To be released during the TNNA show, what 
better way to celebrate both the tradeshow and an election year than 
with a White House magnet.   There will be a limited number available, 
so please get your order in soon!

   $1800  each
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Amy’s

SHARK WEEK 

There is nothing better than incorporating some stitching with your TV watching.  
How about these fun canvases, and even a needleminder to celebrate the much 

anticipated annual Shark Week?

LIvE EvERY WEEK LIKE IT’S SHARK WEEK
 It’s all Shark N’ Awe this year.  

Shark Week begins Sunday, June 26th.

SHARK MINI-STOCKING W/ PLUSH
by Kathy Schenkel

 COST:       $5300 

SHARK NEEDLEMINDER
from Rogue

COST:       $1800 

SHARK WEEK TV ORNAMENT
by Rogue
 COST:       $2200 

BAD WEEK TO BE A SEAL ORNAMENT
by Rogue
 COST:       $2200 
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Amy’s

STITCH Of THE MONTH
SMALL SCALLOP BARGELLO

Summer designs can frequently use a 
little hint of “ocean wave.” The smallish 
Bargello pattern is fun to include in a 
beach or pool design. Kick back, relax, 
and STITCH by your favorite Summertime 
water location, even if that is just the 
kiddie pool in the backyard. 

Small Scallop Bargello

BOOK REvIEWS  
STITCHES vOLUME fOUR

by Ruth Schmuff

I never try to judge a book by it’s cover or the first several pages 
and man am I glad that I have this rule!!! This great “little/big book” 
is sectioned into 8 different categories of stitches (some stitches 
appear in more than one category). The early pages of the book 
include many stitches I am familiar with, but Bargello Line Pattern 
E on page 9 and Baroness Reversed on page 10 were both total 
winners to add to my stitch arsenal. When I really hit my “OH WOW” 
moment was on page 152 and beyond. Diamond Drops on pages 
152/153 got me to thinking of canvases in my pile...oh oh...then 
there is 180/181 Large Leaf Variations, 202-205 Small Coins Variations, 
207 Split Wave Stitch, 220/221 Amadeus Corner, 240 Double Dutch 
Diagonal, 257 Jaipur, 303 Giant Ray Filling, 306 Shell, 329-332 
Blackwork Flowers, 339 Fancy Laced Herringbone and every page 
between!!!  What is a girl to do with so many new stitches and not 
enough time to use them? I know that I will be digging in this book 
to plan some canvases this Summer. I feel confident recommending 
Ruth’s latest book even for the most extensive stitch book library.   
Did I mention Ruth’s books are available in two sizes as well?  The 
small portable size is easy to carry along. 

COST:       $5600 

volumes 1-3 available as well
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The series of stitch books by Stacey Tombros are exceedingly clever. 
The newest book in the series is Stitch Winter. Just like the first two books, 
Stitch Ins & Outs (interiors and exteriors) and Stitch Landscape, Stitch 
Winter  follows the theme of Winter and is chock-o-block full of motif-
based stitches pertaining to those few, sometimes chill, holiday-filled 
months of the year. Angels, bells, bows, candy canes, holly, assorted 
Judaica, lights, ornaments, presents, Santa Hats, snowflakes and tree 
patterns dance on every page of this great book. Design motifs are 
given individually at the beginning of each section in more than 
one size and with some variation notes as well. The section of stitch 
diagrams following each individual motif include multiple patterns 
that give design options for borders, horizontal stripes, vertical stripes, 
diagonal stripes, checkerboard blocks, off-set variations and diamond 
patterns. Not only do you have the very useful holiday patterns, but 
if you remove the “Winter theme” motif from many of the composite 
stitches, you are left with some very nice repeating framework patterns. 
Almost like having two books for the price of one.

Amy’s

BOOK REvIEWS  
STITCH WINTER

by Stacey Tombros

You might consider adding this 5.5” x 8”, spiral-bound, paperback book to your stitch library. 

COST:       $5600 

This great little book is back in print again! We were all so sad when 
the Valley Quail Chapter of EGA decided to stop making this little 
tool organizer book as a fund raiser, but we have on our happy faces 
again because they are back in the needle-book business. Whether 
you are in need of an organization system for your own needles or 
need a fabulous gift for a stitching friend, this is the book you need. 
The book is set up with two open-faced pages per needle type 
(listed in alphabetical order). The page on the left has the name of 
the needle, a brief description, uses, and a photocopy of different 
sizes from large to small. The page on the right has a felt flap to keep 
your needles by size large to small. Under the felt flap on that page 
is printed a guide of threads, weight and number of strands to use in 
the different sizes of that needle type. Brilliant! Gotta have it!

NEEDLE INDEx
by Valley Quail Chapter, EGA

COST:       $1200 
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Amy’s

The last week of April and the first week of May were completely absorbed by sorting and shipping. The biggest 
package stuffer was Chapter 6 of The Mysteries of Needlepoint Book Club. Until you have experienced the 
enormity of the job and witnessed the bedlam, you will never know how much admiration and respect Jill 
deserves for keeping this HUGE job on track and moving the process forward until completed.

We are so proud and excited to send Chapter 6 to our Book Club members answering questions and giving 
ideas about needlepoint birds, caterpillars, bees, butterflies and more. These chapters have become a life-
altering experience for both Jill and me and we are thrilled with how many of you seem to truly enjoy them. 
We announced in the last newsletter and also sent an advertisement sheet with the last chapter to let you 
know that there will be a 7th chapter to cover mammals. This next chapter will include fur, hooves, horns, 
hair styles, mustaches, beards, lashes, eyebrows and more. If you are a member of the Book Club, you do 
not have to do anything to get the 7th chapter, it will be billed and shipped to you automatically. If you DO 
NOT WANT the 7th chapter, just call or shoot us an E-mail to amys3808@aol.com and we will take you off the 
shipment list.

BOOK CLUB  
MYSTERIES Of NEEDLEPOINT

MYSTERIES OF NEEDLEPOINT SERIES                          
 seven installments                                  $3000  each

CAN I STILL SIGN UP??? 
There has been some confusion about the 
Book Club and whether it is still available. 
YES, The Mysteries of Needlepoint Book 
Club will always be available for sign 
up. This is sort of a college course on 
Needlepoint which is mailed to your home 
on a scheduled basis. Contact us for more 
information or with any questions you 
might have.

SIGN UP
HERE

                                                               
the new 

PINCUSHION MAGNETS 
are flying out the door!

We announced these wool pincushion magnets in the 
last newsletter and quickly sold out! These wool magnets 

attach to your canvas like any other needleminder, but 
you stick your needles in the non-tarnishing wool just as 

you would a pincushion.  New styles have been ordered 
and if you contact our sister store at 
ineedlelittlemore@yahoo.com,  

the artist is even taking requests! 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
GIRL fOBS

by Merry L

COST:       $3600  each

WINE STOPPERS
by Cheryl & Annie

Merry L has done it again and created just the 
cutest scissor or zipper fob.   These cute “girls” 
can even be customized with different colors. 

A new and fun gift idea, these small canvases (1.5” 
x 1.5”) work up real fast, and are the perfect size for 
using up some of the threads in your stash.    

And they’re even self-
finishing...two small pieces of 
3M foam mounting squares, 
Aleene’ s tacky glue, a little 
decorative trim and you’re 
good to go.   

COST:       
 canvas with wine stopper
                       $5250  each

guide for starfish   $2500 
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SINGLES CLUB
What is a Singles Club? 

These Clubs are not meeting places for dating, but they are a way of connecting with a 
needlepoint companion. 

JULY 4TH CLUB A 
Starting June 2016 
(June, August, October)

Flag Flip-Flops
Nenah Stone
$11350 

Kit includes canvas, guides, & threads

Feet People- July
Ewe & Eye
$11875

Kit includes canvas, guides, & threads

Independence Cake
DC Designs
TBA

THANKSGIvING CLUB A 
Starting August 2016 
(August, October, December)

Tom the Turkey
Raymond Crawford
$10475

Kit includes canvas, guides, & threads

Feet People - November
Ewe & Eye
TBA

Cornucopia
Melissa Shirley
TBA

We want to see your finishing ideas for Singles Club projects! There 
are so many cute and clever ideas for finishing small projects and 
one of the easiest ways to share them is on Facebook. Post a photo 
of any Singles Club finished project: ornament, tote bag, stand up, 
pocket, photo holder, album cover or another great idea on any 
Facebook page AND “TAG” Amy’s Golden Strand or Amy Bunger on 
Facebook and we will pay the shipping for your next Singles Club Kit. 
Every post is eligible, not a contest, just post those photos and we will 
pick up the tab for the shipping of your next Singles Club Kit. Make 
sure that you TAG us so we can keep track of who gets the benefit.

SINGLES CLUB ON fACEBOOK
participate for free shipping

SUMMER CLUB A 
Starting July 2016 
(July, September, November)

Beach Party Drink
Shelly Tribbey
$13425 

Kit includes canvas, guides, & threads

Mini Whale Beach Scene
Kate Dickerson
TBA

Flower Cottage
Tapestry Fair
TBA

NEW CHRISTMAS 

Club Coming soon!
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NEW GUIDES
BY AMY BUNGER

Thanksgiving Basket 
by Melissa Shirley

18m
17” x 10.5”

Haunted House Banner
by Melissa Shirley
18m
10” x 24.25”
Canvas  $33350

Stitch guide $17500

Thread Kit TBA

Follow Me 
by Dianne Ulmer Pedersen 
distributed by Painted Pony

18m
9” x 12”

   Canvas  $16550

   Stitch guide $12250

   Thread Kit $15375

   Canvas  $27100

   Stitch guide $15750

   Thread Kit TBA
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NEW GUIDES
BY AMY BUNGER

GUIDES COMING SOON

Hootenanny 
by Vicki Sawyer

distributed by Melissa Shirley
18m

12” x 12”
   Canvas  $35000

   Stitch guide $14000

   Thread Kit TBA

Strawberry Frog
by Vicki Sawyer
distributed by Melissa Shirley
18m
5” x 5”

Canvas  $7300

Stitch guide $5250

Thread Kit $6660

Amy is currently working on guides for these amazingly colorful canvases.  
Both canvases will be released during the June TNNA show, and should 
be available soon after.  Please contact us if you would like to be notified 
when these guides are available.  

My Walk Home
by Purple Palm Designs
18m
10” x 24”
Canvas  $451
Stitch guide TBA
Thread Kit TBA

Secret Place
by Purple Palm Designs

18m
14” x 9”

     Canvas $238
     Stitch guide TBA
     Thread Kit TBA
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HOW’D YOU DO THAT?

Not long ago, while traveling in a car, I was attaching black and orange beads to a 
canvas using black beading thread. The light was just right with the sun pouring in the 
window. The beads were a bigger size so I could see the holes easily. Unfortunately I 
was enjoying the landscape and was not very focused on my stitching, thus I placed 
a black bead where an orange bead would have looked better. Of course, I 
didn’t discover my error until I was long past the point of no return, which isn’t 
too many stitches ahead when you are working with thread doubled in your 
needle. What to do? Do I have to cut out all of those beads that are correct to 
replace the ONE bead in error? 

In this case, the error was easy to fix with the help of a pair of small flat-
nosed pliers. I used the tip of the pliers to break the wrong color bead. 
Then, using a separate well-anchored beading thread,  I attached 
the bead of correct color in its place, stitching right over the same 
spot. The beading thread will remain in place after breaking the 
bead, but it is not thick enough to raise the new bead higher 
than the others and will not be noticeable underneath the new 
bead. Voila, a relatively painless quick fix to the problem.

fIxING A “WRONG BEAD”

REGULAR-SIzED CHAIN NOSE PLIERS
COST:       $650  
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HOW’D YOU DO THAT?

Awhile back I received a tiny pair 
of flat-nosed pliers as a gift. 

They are so cute and fit 
perfectly in my little 
tool case.

This little gem 
has become 
my constant 
companion. 

TOOLS YOU NEED

With the passing years, the strength in my fingers 
has diminished, sometimes making it difficult 
to pull my needle through tight stitches when 
anchoring my thread. The little pliers are perfect 
for this situation. They are small enough to fit in 
awkward spaces behind the canvas and the 
flat-nose feature does not leave scars on the 
needle which might snag threads. 

A less frequent chore for my flat-nosed 
pliers is to break beads. The miniature size 
comes in handy for selecting a particular 
bead out of an ocean of beads (needle-
nosed pliers are also nice for wiggling into 
small spaces), and the flat-nose rather 
than a serrated-nose prevent cutting the 
beading thread when breaking a bead.

MINI FLAT NOSE PLIERS
COST:       $400  

COMPLETE BEADING TOOL KIT
COST:       $4200  
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CELEBRATING OUR NATION
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INDEPENDENCE DAY CANVAS
by Elizabeth Turner Collection
COST:    $6300  

UNCLE SAM  $1600  

SMALL ROCKET  $1400  

LARGE
ROCKET  $1200  

PATRIOTIC 
PINWHEEL  $1200  

PATRIOTIC 
HAT  $1200  PATRIOTIC 

STAR  $1800  

PATRIOTIC 
ICE CREAM
 $1200  

SMALL
PATRIOTIC 
STAR  $1200  
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NEW PRODUCT
fISH LEATHER

If you are looking for a fun novelty item to use on a canvas 
for cowboy boots, Santa’s belt, 
mermaid tail, fish, tree trunks 
and more, this might be just 
what you are wanting. 
This tanned and dyed 
fish-leather, smells like 
“leather” NOT like “fish”. 
It is thin but tough, so I 
recommend cutting 
with sharp utility 
scissors (not your 
embroidery scissors) 
and using a Glover’s 
Needle for appliqué purposes. 
The triangular point and shaft of the 
Glover’s Needle will pierce the leather 
more easily than a round-shaft needle 
and the triangular shape is more self-healing 
so you are not left with a noticeable hole in the 
leather. You might also like to use a thimble or wear 
a Thimble-It (Colonial Product) to protect your “pushing” 
finger pad.

I did a little experimenting with the Glossy 
Pistachio Fish Leather. When I got the 

piece out of the bag there was a fairly 
strong leather smell and the soft backing of the 

leather left some green fuzz. I took the leather 
outside and brushed off the back, which took care of the 

fuzz. I don’t mind the smell of leather, but it does fade 
with airing if you don’t like the smell.

I didn’t know where I wanted to use the leather, so 
I selected a design shape that would have curves 
and points… a holly leaf.    Silk or nylon beading 
thread are obvious choices to stitch with due to 
their strength, but I decided to try cotton floss.   I 
used Sampler Threads Endive #7080 for a close color 
match and found that it was strong enough to sew 
with and hold the holly leaf in place.
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NEW PRODUCT
fISH LEATHER

I found a canvas I wanted to try this fish leather on, and it is a 
mermaid.   The emerald green is a good color match for the 
mermaid mitten.  With all the colors available, I am excited to 
find the many places I can use this new product!

FISH LEATHER (9”x2.5”)
COST:       $1550  

12 glossy colors: 
    beige, chestnut, citrus, 

dark purple, emerald green, 
fuchsia, grey, hazelnut, 
natural, pistachio, red, 
yellow

5 suede colors: 
    beige, chestnut, citrus, 

hazelnut, natural

THIMBLE-ITS PACKAGE (64)
COST:       $600  

MERMAID MITTEN
by Julie Mar

 COST:       $5500 

from left to right: emerald green, pistachio, grey, chestnut (in suede), dark purple, fuchsia, red, citrus (in suede)
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fATHER’S DAY
HOW ABOUT A BELT fOR DAD?
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A handmade belt is a great gift for the man in your 
life, no matter what he loves.  And we even have great 

needleminders to go with them!
Call us and we will help you find the perfect one for your guy.  

HOUNDSTOOTH
  $2000  

MUG OF BEER
                  $1600  
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CUSTOMER GALLERY
Garden Party
by Vicki Sawyer
distributed by Melissa Shirley
stitched by Leslie Hanna
finished by Marlene

Two Lambs
by Ann Hanson
designed for Barbara’s Needlepoint
stitched by Patricia Wakefield 
threads & finishing by Barbara’s Needlepoint

TAB ornament
by Unknown

stitched by Patricia Wakefield 
stitch guide by Janet Alter
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Moulting Season
by Zecca

stitched by Shelly Robbins
used as the back of a Zechariah Chair

Amy’s

CUSTOMER GALLERY
Tuxedo

by Funda Scully
stitched by Elizabeth Hurd

stitch guidance on Rent Amy Day

Spider Legs Halloween Bottle
by Kirk & Bradley
stitched by Nancy Lusk
stitch guide by Amy Bunger
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CUSTOMER GALLERY

Garden Party
designed by Vickie Sawyer
distributed by Melissa Shirley
stitched by Sandy Williams
stitch guide by Amy Bunger
Last newsletter we mistakenly atributed this to 
another stitcher.  Our apologies to Sandy!

Perfume Bottles
deisgned by Labors of Love
stitched by Susan Tucker
stitch guide by Amy Bunger

Helowise
designed by Melissa Shirley

stitched by Judy Gartman
stitch guide by Amy Bunger
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Amy’s

CUSTOMER GALLERY

Beach Bicycle
by Melissa Shirley  
stitched by Cheryl Timko

This is Your Life
designed by Mary Engelbreit
distributed by Painted Pony

stitched by Polly Vaughan
stitch guide by Amy Bunger

Both the 
Beach Bicycle and 

This is Your Life canvases 
used the Cheryl & Annie 
Embellishment  Brads we 

featured in the last 
newsletter. 

Ring Bearer Pillow
by Unknown  
stitched by Katie Mathews
stitch guidance on Rent Amy Day


